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Origin of the zero-bias conductance peaks observed ubiquitously in high-Tc superconductors
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The midgap surface states predicted previously to exist on non-$n0m% surfaces ofdx
a
22x

b
2-wave supercon-

ductors~SC’s! can be extended to midgap interface states~MIS’s!, which exist at almost all interfaces between
grains of such SC’s of different principal axes orientations. They can give rise to a zero-bias conductance peak
~ZBCP! in quasiparticle tunneling along any axis as shown in our model calculation. When the counterelec-
trode is a low-Tc SC, its gap is shown to appear as a dip at the center of the~broadened! ZBCP. These and
other results support the proposal that such MIS’s are responsible for most if not all of the ZBCP’s observed
ubiquitously in tunneling experiments performed on high-Tc SC’s. @S0163-1829~98!04301-X#
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Zero-bias conductance peaks~ZBCP’s, also known as
conductance zero-bias anomalies! have been ubiquitously
~but not universally! observed in quasiparticle tunneling e
periments performed in various ways on various kin
of high-Tc superconductor ~HTSC! samples.1–21 The
high-Tc materials used include at least Y-Ba-Cu-
Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O@22~n-1)n]- ~with n5123), and Tl-Ba-Ca-
Cu-O~2212!-class compounds~with and without doping!, as
either ceramic or polycrystalline samples, or epitaxial th
films which are$100%, $001%, and$103% oriented, etc. Some
films contain mixtures of several orientations~such as$110%
and$013%). The materials used for counterelectrodes inclu
Pt, Au, Ag, Cu, W, Mo, In, Pb, Pb-Bi, Nb, etc., with at lea
the last four materials used both above and below their
spective superconducting transition temperatures. In s
experiments, the electrode and the counterelectrode are
HTSC’s.13,15,17,18The tunneling barriers were in some cas
natural barriers formed with or without exposure of t
samples to air, and in some cases artificial barriers mad
such materials as Y2O3, AlOx , MgO, CeO2, and
PrBa2Cu3O7, etc. The tunneling geometries included the co
ventional planar type, point contact, ramp type, break ju
tion, broken-film-edge junction, squeezable-electro
tunneling junction, and scanning tunneling microsco
~STM!, etc. However, when single-crystal samples we
studied, ZBCP’s were often not observed~cf. for example,
Refs. 22–25 and perhaps also Ref. 26!, but there seemed to
be also exceptions.2,5,6,15,20 When a ZBCP was observed
some saw it only when it was not ac-axes tunneling,16,27but
others seemed to see it inc-axis tunneling as
well.2,6,8,9,11,12,15,17,20The heights and widths of the ZBCP
observed varied greatly. When the counterelectrode used
a low-Tc SC, the ZBCP’s were generally observed to cont
a center dip, which deepened to become a range of null c
ductance at very low temperatures, thereby clearly reflec
the energy gap of the counterelectrode.3,10–12,16,20When a
magnetic field was applied~while the counterelectrode wa
normal!, some researchers saw in different samples or at
ferent parts of the same sample three types of responses28 ~i!
a ‘‘Zeeman splitting’’ of the ZBCP, with a large field
dependentg factor;1,16 ~ii ! a broadening of the ZBCP, whic
570163-1829/98/57~2!/1266~11!/$15.00
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might correspond to a very weak splitting; and~iii ! a shift
away from zero bias~which sometimes was also observed
zero magnetic field,28,19 and is therefore more likely cause
by the surface condition than the applied field. For a poss
explanation, see below.! Some also reported not seeing a
magnetic-field dependence at all.1,6

Many mechanisms have been proposed for explaining
observed ZBCP’s; some require both electrodes to be su
conducting, such as~i! supercurrent leakage;4,13,17 and ~ii !
phase diffusion.1,13 Other mechanisms proposed, which a
low the counterelectrode to be normal, include:~iii ! Joseph-
son tunneling from a proximity-induced superconducting
gion in the counterelectrode into the HTSC electrode;1,3,8,10

~iv! Tunneling from the counterelectrode into a normal
gion which was proposed to exist in the HTSC electrode n
the tunneling barrier;1,10,29and~v! Magnetic and Kondo scat
terings due to magnetic impurities in the barrier or on t
surface of the sample, i.e., the Applebaum-Anders
mechanism;1,16,19,20etc.

None of the the mechanisms metioned above are t
satisfactory: Mechanisms~i! and~ii ! are practically ruled out
by the fact that ZBCP’s are also observed with normal co
terelectrodes. Mechanism~iii ! cannot account for the behav
ior in the observed ZBCP when the counterelectrode g
superconducting as a low-Tc SC, or when both electrodes ar
high-Tc superconductors, It is also difficult to see wh
proximity-induced superconductivity could occur in a no
mal counterelectrode in the weak tunneling limit. Mech
nism ~iv! has the difficulty of explaining why a peak struc
ture should occur at zero voltage, as is already noted in R
10. As for mechanism~v!, one would have to conclude tha
the magnetic or Kondo impurities must exist generically
all high-Tc materials, and not in any extrinsic barriers or
the counterelectrodes. Thus Cu atoms in a different vale
state is a likely candidate. A correlation discovered recen
between observing ZBCP andd-wave-like characteristics in
the high-Tc electrode favors in some way this mechanism21

than the others mentioned above. However, it probably
vors even more a mechanism discussed below. Besi
mechanisms~i!–~iii ! and~iv! have not explained why a low
Tc superconducting gap can appear as a dip at the cent
1266 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 1267ORIGIN OF THE ZERO-BIAS CONDUCTANCE PEAKS . . .
the ZBCP, and none of these mechanisms can explain
ZBCP’s are much less likely observed in single-crys
samples, whereas the mechanism discussed below can
plain both of these two points, as we shall show. Als
Kashiwayaet al.28 have noted that mechanism~iv! cannot
explain the third type of magnetic-field effect they observ
This point does not pose any difficulty to the mechani
discussed below either.~See below.!

Three years ago, the author noted the possibility of
intrinsic mechanism for the observed ZBCP’s
HTSC’s.30,31 The fundamental concept invoked is that
Andreev reflection can sense the phase or sign of a su
conducting order parameter. Thus two consecutive Andr
reflections by the same quasiparticle, separated by
mechanism to change its momentum, such as a specula
flection at a surface, can allow a quasiparticle to compare
phase or sign of the order parameter at two different po
of the Fermi surface~if coherence is maintained througho
the processes!, and to thereby distinguish superconducti
order parameters of different symmetries. One import
consequence of this concept is that on a non-$n0m% surface
of a dx

a
22x

b
2-wave SC ~where $n0m% includes $100% and

$001%!, there must exist a sizable area density of quasipa
cle states that are all of zero energy~relative to the Fermi
energy!, independent of their different transverse mome
along the surface~and therefore can be called‘‘ dispersion-
less’’!, as long as corrections of the order ofD2/«F or
smaller are neglected~i.e., in the WKBJ approximation!.32

As has been pointed out in Ref. 30, one of the many in
esting and important consequences of these midgap su
states~MSS’s! is that they can give rise to a ZBCP in qu
siparticle tunneling. Following this suggestion, Tana
et al.33 and Xuet al.34 subsequently calculated theNIS tun-
neling spectroscopy ofd-wave SC’s, using an approach d
veloped by Blonderet al.,35 and assuming a planar tunnelin
barrier in an^nm0& direction other than̂100&, and indeed
confirmed the occurrence of a ZBCP.

However, Tanakaet al.33 have oversimplified the experi
mental situation by stating that ‘‘the ZBCP’s are frequen
observed inab-plane tunneling junctions, and are rarely o
served inc-axis-oriented junctions.’’ In fact, as we have r
viewed above, ZBCP’s have been frequently observed
c-axis tunnelings, at least nominally, especially if t
samples are onlyc-axis aligned, but are not singl
crystals.3,6,9,11,12,15,21,36Furthermore, in mostab-plane tun-
nelings where ZBCP’s were observed, the tunnelings wer
least nominally observed in thea ~or b) direction, which,
according to the general conditions for the occurrence
MSS’s,30,31 and the explicit calculations cited above onNIS
tunneling,33,34 is precisely the direction that ZBCP’s shou
not have been observed. These facts strongly suggest
there is still something missing in this proposal for the orig
of the ZBCP’s. In fact, it was precisely this observation th
made the author state very conservatively in Ref. 30 t
‘‘one is very tempted to associate this ZBCP with the m
gap states predicted in~Ref. 30!, although none of the
samples studied have$110% surfaces purposedly created
them.’’ ~According to Ref. 31 and additional simple consi
erations,$110% should be generalized to non-$n0m%.!
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In the present work, it is pointed out first of all that th
MSS’s can be generalized to midgap interface states~MIS’s!,
each of which has a wave function which is localized, as
as the directions in theab plane are concerned, within
roughly a coherence length from an interface between alm
any two d-wave superconducting domains~i.e., grains! of
different ab-axes orientations.37 A model calculation based
on the tunneling Hamiltonian approach39 is then presented
which shows that such MIS’s can give rise to a ZBCP
tunneling along thec or a axis.40 As for tunneling along
other directions~into a d-wave sample containing grai
boundaries!, the tunneling Hamiltonian approach employe
here is less reliable, due to the existence of surface effec
the tunneling barrier when the SC is nots wave,30,31and one
should more appropriately employ the approach of Blon
et al.35 which is, for example, employed in Refs. 33,3
However, the more accurate results obtained with that
proach would merely contain additional contributions due
the surface effects at the tunneling barrier, but the contri
tions to the ZBCP due to the MIS’s at the interior gra
boundaries should be essentially the same as the ones c
lated here with the tunneling Hamiltonian approach. It
therefore reasonable to draw the conclusion based on
present work that the MIS’s existing at the grain boundar
can give rise to a ZBCP in tunneling alongany axis, if only
the high-Tc sample is such that some MIS’s exist in it an
they have finite amplitudes at the tunneling barrier, i.e.,
exponentially decaying wave functions of the MIS’s in th
ab-plane directions away from the grain boundaries must
have already decreased to essentially zero at the tunne
barrier.

Based on the above conclusion, we see then a very st
candidate for explaining most if not all ZBCP’s observed
HTSC’s, and why the observation of ZBCP is so ubiquito
in non-single-crystal high-Tc samples, but is far less frequen
in single-crystal samples. Of course, we do allow the po
bility that in some experiments the observed ZBCP’s mig
in part or in total arise from some MSS’s, especially in tho
experiments where true single-crystal samples were stud
or where the samples contained non-$n0m%-oriented grains
relative to the tunneling direction, or when the sample s
face was cracked by a tunneling tip, or when the sam
surface used for tunneling is known to have pits or prot
sions, with facets that are neither$100% nor $001% oriented,
etc. We also do not yet have sufficient evidence to rule
the possibility that some ZBCP’s observed might be due
the mechanisms~i!–~v! reviewed above. We only sugge
that most of the ZBCP’s observed are due to the mechan
discussed here, and that without it, the MSS’s alone or
mechanisms~i!–~v! cannot explain all of the ZBCP phenom
ena observed in high-Tc superconductors. If this suggestio
can be confirmed to be true, the implications would be ma
fold: ~a! It would resolve the question concerning the ub
uitous observation of the ZBCP’s in HTSC’s;~b! It would
provide many additional ways to confirm that the superc
ducting state in HTSC’s is not pures-wave ~isotropic or
anisotropic!, but is either pured wave, or is some close kin
of it that can also generate the MIS’s and the MSS’s~See
Ref. 30 for some discussion on this point, which applies
MSS’s as well as to MIS’s!; ~c! Finally and most impor-
tantly, the MIS’s, if confirmed to exit in HTSC’s, would
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1268 57CHIA-REN HU
have many significant consequences on the thermodyna
and transport properties of the non-single-crystal HTSC
which are in practice more relevant to most large-scale a
plications than the single-crystal ones. For example, the
istence of these MIS’s might affect the vortex-pinning a
flux-flow dissipation properties of grain boundaries, and
might also be able to cause the superconducting order pa
eter to become weaker at most grain boundaries,38 which
might explain why most grain boundaries automatically fo
Josephson junctions. The ‘‘dispersionless’’ electrons filli
these MIS’s could even form an interesting many-body s
system with some unique physical properties that dese
detailed studies.~See Ref. 30 for some qualitative sugge
tions, which apply to MSS’s as well as to MIS’s.!

Unlike the approach of Blonderet al.35 employed in Refs.
33,34, the calculation presented here based on the tunn
Hamiltonian approach39 allows me to consider also the ca
when the counterelectrode is a low-Tc SC. It is then found
that a center dip appears in the~broadened! ZBCP which
becomes a range of zero conductance as the temperatu
lowered much below the transition temperature of
counter-electrode, with a width clearly reflecting its ener
gap, exactly as observed. These and other results obta
here, we believe, have already lent a strong support to
above suggestion.

The physics of the MSS’s is illustrated by the quasipa
cle bound-state orbit depicted in Fig. 1~a!, where a normal-
metal layer of thicknessLN and of zero pair potential hav
been inserted on the surface of ad-wave SC, whose pai
potential isD(k), as has been done in Ref. 30, in order
make the picture easier to understand, but actually this w
LN can be reduced to zero~i.e., this normal-metal layer ca
be absent; see Ref. 30 and below41!. As is indicated in this
figure, this bound-state orbit is a closed orbit formed with
cyclic sequence of four reflections: an Andreev reflection
specular reflection, another Andreev reflection, and ano
specular reflection, with each Andreev reflection chang
the quasiparticle from being electronlike of momentumk
~represented by a solid line! to holelike at momentum2k
~represented by a dashed line!, or vice versa, and each spec
lar reflection changing its momentum from (kx ,k') to
(2kx ,k'), or vice versa, wherex denotes the direction per
pendicular to the surface, andk'[(ky ,kz). Thus if one An-
dreev reflection is by the pair potentialD(kx ,k'), then the
subsequent one is by the pair potentialD(2kx ,k'), or vice
versa. If these two pair-potential values are of opposite s
for the given momemtum vector (kx ,k') of interest, i.e., if

D~kx ,k'!D~2kx ,k'!,0 ~1!

~which is possible at least for some such pairs of moment
the SC isdx

a
22x

b
2-wave, and the surface is not$n0m%, which

includes$100% and $001%!, then a zero-energy bound sta
must exist for each such pair of momemtum vectors on
Fermi surface and for each sample surface, as has
shown in Refs. 30,31.~The energy is strictly zero in the
WKBJ approximation only.! Since the energy of the resul
ing branch of excitation is independent of the transverse
mentumk' in the WKBJ approximation, it can be calle
dispersionless in this approximation. A deep topological r
son actually exists to account for the existence of these z
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energy bound states~i.e., the Atiyah-Singer index
theorem42!. Their occurrence is therefore actually indepe
dent of the precisex dependence of the pair-potential ma
nitude near the surface, including having or not having
range of zero values~as long as it remains real for allx in the
gauge of vanishing vector potential in the absence of a m
netic field!, which explains why the normal-metal layer ca
be present or absent.@The condition in Eq.~1! then refers in
general to the asymptotic values of the pair potential
away from the boundary.# The Andreev reflections are sti
possible even when a constant pair potential extends all
way to the surface, since~i! at a pair potential step from zer
to a finite value, the Andreev reflection actually does n
occur at the pair-potential discontinuity, but at roughly
coherence-length inside the SC@which is qualitatively taken
into account in Fig. 1~a!#, as may be seen from the expone
tially decaying amplitudes of the two-component quasipa
cle wave function inside the SC for any such bound state;~ii !
a constant pair potential extending all the way to the surf
may be viewed from an extended-image-method point
view ~cf. Ref. 30!, in the case when Eq.~1! is satisfied, as a
pair potential changing from, say,D,0 for x,0, toD50 at
x50 ~where the surface is!, and then toD.0 for x.0.
Therefore even without any normal-metal layer, there c

FIG. 1. Orbits of the midgap states under various conditio
~‘‘V or I’’ means vacuum or an insulator; ‘‘N’’ means a norma
metal; and Sd means a d-wave superconductor.kr means the re-
flected k. That is, if k5(kx ,ky), then kr5(2kx ,ky). ~a! At a
sample surface~i.e., the MSS!; ~b! At an interface between two
grains of different principal-axes orientations, assumingt51; ~c!–
~f! same as~b! but for tÞ1. ~c! depicts the orbit of an electron
incident-from-left MIS; ~d! depicts the orbit of a hole-incident
from-left MIS; ~e! depicts the orbit of an electron-incident-from
right MIS; ~f! depicts the orbit of a hole-incident-from-right MIS
Orbits depicted in~b!–~f! are all MIS’s.
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57 1269ORIGIN OF THE ZERO-BIAS CONDUCTANCE PEAKS . . .
still be a leftward Andreev reflection on thex.0 side, and a
rightward one on thex,0 side, with the latter being actuall
the image of the subsequent Andreev reflection in Fig. 1~a!
which occurs on thex.0 side.

Now consider a flat interface atx50 of two dx
a
22x

b
2-wave

superconducting grains of different principal-axes orien
tions, each being semi-infinite in size. The pair potenti
D l(kx ,k') in the grain on the left~occupying the region
x,0) andD r(kx ,k') in the grain on the right~occupying
the regionx.0), respectively, can be in general already
different sign for the same momemtum vector (kx ,k').
Therefore, a zero-energy bound state can already exist a
interface for such a momemtum vector (kx ,k'), without the
need of any mechanism to change the momentum ve
between the consecutive Andreev reflections, if only
transmission coefficient at the interface is unity.~See the
next paragraph if this is not the case.! Such bound states ar
the midgap interface states, or MIS’s, referred to earlier. T
orbit for such a state is depicted in Fig. 1~b!, where the
transmission probabilityt at the interface has been assum
to be unity. We have also assumed that the material par
eters are the same in the two grains, so that the transm
momentum is the same as the incident momentum. It is s
to be a closed orbit formed with a cyclic sequence of t
reflections: a leftward Andreev reflection on thex.0 side,
and a rightward Andreev reflection on thex,0 side. As far
as all directions in theab plane are concerned, the wav
function of this state is localized within roughly a coheren
length from either side of the interface.43

If the transmission probabilityt through the interface is
not unity, strictly zero-energy bound states at the interf
~in the WKBJ approximation! are still possible for a more
restricted set of momentum vectors on the Fermi surface,
have orbits shown in Figs. 1~c!–1~f!. From these figures, i
can be seen that the conditions for the existence of th
zero-energy bound states are:

~i! D l(kx ,k')D r(kx ,k'),0 and D l(kx ,k')D l(2kx ,
k'),0, for the MIS orbits depicted in Figs. 1~c! ~for kx.0)
and 1~d! ~for kx,0); or

~ii ! D l(kx ,k')D r(kx ,k'),0 and D r(kx ,k')D r(2kx ,
k'),0, for the MIS orbits depicted in Figs. 1~e! ~for kx,0)
and 1~f! ~for kx.0).

We shall call the two types of MIS’s depicted in Figs. 1~c!
and 1~d! the left-incident MIS’s; and the two types of MIS’
depicted in Figs. 1~e! and 1~f! the right-incident MIS’s.@The
state depicted in Fig. 1~c! may be called an electron-inciden
from-left MIS; That depicted in Fig. 1~d! may be called a
hole-incident-from-left MIS; etc.# In all four types of states
(kx ,k') always refers to the momentum of the electron t
is transmitted through the interface. It is important to not
that in each of these orbits, there is always a half of it
volving the splitting of a quasiparticle orbit into tw
branches, due to the nonzero probabilities for both transm
sion and reflection, and a second half involving a tim
reversal-like rejoining of two branches into one, so that
orbits can be closed, and the above conditions can be s
cient for generating zero-energy states. Thus this is a dif
ent type of bound state made possible by the presenc
Andreev reflections on both sides of the interface.~It is im-
portant to realize that always a fourth branch is not involv
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in each of these four types of bound-state orbits fort,1,
otherwise the conditions for the existence of the MIS
would be too stringent to allow them to be responsible
the ubiquitously observed ZBCP’s.!

In Fig. 2~a! we have plotted the area density of the le
incident MIS’s, normalized to 0.5 at its two equal-heig
maxima, as a function of the two anglesf l andf r , which
are the angles made by thea axes of thedx

a
22x

b
2-wave order

parameters in the left and right grains, respectively, with
interface normalx̂, assuming that theirc axes are given
aligned in a direction parallel to the interface. In Fig. 2~b! a
similar plot is made for the right-incident MIS’s. Then i
Fig. 2~c! we have plotted the total area density of all types
MIS’s, in the same way, except that the two equal-hei
maxima are now normalized to unity. This area density,
fore normalization, is simply the sum of the two area den
ties plotted normalized in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. All three plots
are t independent, as long as 0,t,1. Details of the calcu-
lation of these area densities will be omitted here, since t
are tedious but straightforward, being simply based on
conditions given in~i! and~ii ! above. One can see from Fig
2~c! that this total area density is strictly zero only
f l5f r , or f l1f r56p/2, or f l52f r56p/2 ~which is
actually equivalent tof l5f r56p/2). @For t51 only the
first condition ~which includes the third! can lead to zero

FIG. 2. ~a! The calculated area density of left-incident MIS
plotted as a function off l and f r ; ~b! A similar plot for the
right-incident MIS’s;~c! A similar plot but including both left- and
right-incident MIS’s. In ~a! or ~b!, the two equal-height maxima
have been normalized to 0.5. In~c!, the two equal-height maxima
have been normalized to unity.
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1270 57CHIA-REN HU
area density. See below. Fort50 the condition would
change to ‘‘f l50 or 6p/2, andf r50 or 6p/2,’’ corre-
sponding to having a$100% surface for both grains, which
can be understood in terms of the analyses of Refs. 30
since t50 would mean that the sample has split into tw
independent semi-infinite halves, each with a surface.# The
maxima in Fig. 2~c! aret independent, includingt50 and 1,
and they always occur at ‘‘f l56p/4 andf r57p/4.’’ This
maximum area density is a factor of 2 larger than the a
density of the MSS’s on the$110% surface of adx

a
22x

b
2-wave

SC, which has been discussed in Ref. 30.
Since the condition for the existence of the MISs in t

case of 0,t,1 is more stringent than the single conditio
D l(kx ,k')D r(kx ,k'),0 for the case oft51, or the condi-
tion ‘‘ D l(kx ,k')D l(2kx ,k'),0 or D r(kx ,k')D r(2kx ,
k'),0’’ for t50, I think that the ‘‘MIS’s’’ for some mo-
mentum vectors on the Fermi surface whent51 or 0 will no
longer have zero energy when 0,t,1, but will shift away
from zero energy by an amount depending ont ~or the re-
flection probabilityr !, at the interface. This point needs to b
more thoroughly investigated in the future. For the pres
purpose the more important fact is that there is still a fin
area density of zero-energy states~in the WKBJ approxima-
tion! for any0,t,1, except whenf l andf r satisfy one of
the conditions given above, which represent a set of mea
zero only. Although the result given in Fig. 2~c! is only valid
for the case when the two grains arec-axis aligned, it is not
difficult to see that qualitatively similar results can be o
tained even when the two grains are not so aligned.~But pure
tilt of the c axes in the two grains relative to each oth
without, also, misalignment of both thea andb axes in the
two grains, are not sufficient.! Whereas more studies ar
needed for these cases, it can be concluded now that M
should exist at almost all reasonably flat grain boundarie
HTSC’s ~in the scale of the very short coherence length
such materials!, if only they ared wave, and nots wave
~isotropic or anisotropic! @other waves can be similarly ana
lyzed to see whether they can also give rise to MIS’s#, al-
though the area density of such MIS’s will vary, dependi
on the symmetry of the superconducting order parame
and the orientations of the two grains relative to the interf
normal.

Let us now assumet51 from this point on for
simplicity,44 and concentrate on demonstrating that th
MIS’s can be observed in quasiparticle tunneling in the fo
of a ZBCP, and how this ZBCP, if broadened to a fin
width by, say, interface roughness or impurity scatterin
can, in the case when the counterelectrode is a low-Tc super-
conductor, exhibit its energy gap in the form of a center d
as has been already observed by many research groups

We begin with a tunneling Hamiltonian written in re
space in order to allow for a spatially inhomogeneous e
trode containing two grains:

Ĥ~ t !5Ĥ11Ĥ21ĤT~ t !, ~2!

ĤT~ t !5v0@Tc1a
† ~R!c2a~R!1T* c2a

† ~R!c1a~R!#eht,
~3!

wheret denotes time,h is a positive infinitesimal,Ĥ1 is the
Hamiltonian of the counterelectrode, which is assumed to
1,

a

t
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re

-

r

’s
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f

r,
e

e

,

,

-

e

either a uniform normal metal, or a uniform low-Tc s-wave

SC, andĤ2 is the BCS Hamiltonian of the electrode, whic

is assumed to contain twoc-axis-aligned (i ẑ) grains~named
l and r ) occupying the regions2Ll,x,0 and 0,x,Lr ,
respectively, with the orientaions of theirdx

a
22x

b
2-wave order-

parameters described by the two anglesf l and f r already
defined. A periodic boundary condition has been assume
the x direction for calculational convenience, which implie
that the electrode considered actually contains two interfa
~i.e., grain boundaries!, with one located atx50, and the
other located atx5Lr (52Ll). The constantT is a tunnel-
ing matrix element, and it has been assumed that tunne
occurs only within a very small volume elementv0 around a
spatial pointR, but later an ensemble average will be pe
formed, on the results for the tunneling current, with resp
to R over the whole electrode volume~mainly over the range
2Ll,x,Lr), so that the results will not depend on the loc
amplitudes of the various contributing quasiparticle stat
The result then no longer corresponds to the measurem
of any single particular tunneling experiment, but rather
an ensemble average of them which probe different point
the sample uniformly. The fact that such averaged results
show the existence of a ZBCP clearly proves that some
dividual tunneling experiment can see a ZBCP. In fact
proves that some local experiment~s! must be able to see i
with an even larger amplitude than is found here, and so
other experiment~s! will see it with a smaller amplitude, o
not see it at all.

Applying an approach developed by Ambegaokar a
Baratoff,45 the following formula is obtained for the tunne
ing current throughR:

I R~ t !5~e/\2!v0
2uTu2

3(
a

E
2`

t

dt8$G2a
. ~Rt,Rt8!G1a

, ~Rt8,Rt !

2G2a
, ~Rt,Rt8!G1a

. ~Rt8,Rt !1~ t↔t8!%eht8, ~4!

where we have kept only the normal terms~i.e., the quasi-
particle tunneling terms!, and have left Josephson tunnelin
for a separate consideration. The Green functio
Ga

.((x,x8)[2 i ^ca(x)ca
†(x8)&0 and Ga

,((x,x8)
[1 i ^ca

†(x8)ca(x)&0 may be expressed in terms of the B
goliubov amplitudes@un(r ),vn(r )# using the Bogoliubov-
Valatin transformation46 c↑(r )5(en.0@gn↑un(r )

2gn↓
† vn* (r )] and c↓(r )5(en.0@gn↓un(r )1gn↑

† vn* (r )#. The

results are

Ga
.~x,x8!52 i (

en.0
$@12 f ~En!#un~r !un* ~r 8!e2 iEn~ t2t8!/\

1 f ~En!vn* ~r !vn~r 8!eiEn~ t2t8!/\%

3e2 i ~m1ef!~ t2t8!/\, ~5!
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Ga
,~x,x8!51 i (

en.0
$ f ~En!un~r !un* ~r 8!e2 iEn~ t2t8!/\

1@12 f ~En!#vn* ~r !vn~r 8!eiEn~ t2t8!/\%

3e2 i ~m1ef!~ t2t8!/\ ~6!

~for either side of the junction!. Combining the above results
we obtain

I R~V!5~4pe/\2!v0
2uTu2

3(
n,m

@ f ~En!2 f ~Em!#uun1~R!u2uum2~R!u2

3d~En2Em1eV!, ~7!

where now the sum overn andm is over both the positive
and the negative energy states, andf (E)[1/(eE/kBT11) is
the Fermi function,kB is the Boltzmann constant, andT is
the temperature. If the counterelectrode is a uniform nor
metal or a uniform low-Tc s-wave SC, then thisI R averaged
with respect toR over the whole volumn of the electrod
will no longer depend on the Bogoliubov amplitudes. F
both cases, we recover the following familiar formula, b
now for the R-averaged, normalized tunneling curre
Ĩ [^I R&R /(GnnD0 /e), ~whereGnn is the tunneling conduc
tance when both electrodes are normal, andD0 is the maxi-
mum gap of the electrode!:

Ĩ ~v !5E
2`

`

dEN1~E2eV!N2~E!@ f ~E2eV!2 f ~E!#,

~8!

whereE is in units ofD0, and the total densities of states
the two electrodes,N1(E) andN2(E), are normalized by
their respective normal-state values~i.e., to unity at largeE).

To calculate the total density of states of the electro
N2(E), the Bogoliubov equations for the two-grained syste
are solved in the WKBJ approximation, as in Ref. 30. T
pair potentials in the two grains~assumed constant in eac
grain47! have been written asD l ,r5D0cos„2(f2f l ,r)…,
where it has been assumed that the commonc axis of both
grains is in the z direction, and ky5kFsinf, so that
2p/2<f,p/2. In the WKBJ approximation, and fort51,
the Bogoliubov amplitudes@u(r ),v(r )# have the form
exp@i(kx0x1kyy1kzz)#@ũ(x),ṽ(x)#, where kx0

2 1ky
25kF

2 under
the assumption of a cylindrical Fermi surface. The solutio
for the slowly varying envelope functions@ ũ(x), ṽ (x)# in
the two grains are as in Ref. 30. Matching only the values

@ ũn(x), ṽ n(x)# at the interface, not their derivatives in th
approximation, the following eigencondition is obtained f
uEnu.uD l u,uD r u:

cos~k1RLr !cos~k1lL l !2cos„kx0~Ll1Lr !…

sin~k1RLr !sin~k1lL l !

5
En

22D rD l

AEn
22D l

2AEn
22D r

2
, ~9!

wherek1(l ,r )[mAEn
22D ( l ,r )

2 /ukx0u. Equation~9! may be ana-
lytically continued touEnu below uD l u and/oruD r u. In particu-
al

r
t

,

e

s

f

lar, it can then be shown thatEn50 is a solution in the limit
of Ll ,Lr→` ~actually two solutions, one for each interface!,
if and only if D l(kx0 ,ky)D r(kx0 ,ky),0, as we have already
pointed out in the introduction.

These eigenequations have been solved by a nume
iteration method assumingf l5p/4, andf r50. A relatively
small size in thex direction has been considered, viz
Ll510j0 andLr520j0, wherej0[\vF /D0. In order to re-
duce the size-quantization effects, we have given an artifi
linewidth G50.05D0 to each energy level. This changed
discrete set of eigenenergies for a givenf to a ~partial! den-
sity of states for the givenf. In Figs. 3~a!–3~d!, plots of
such partial density of states forf563p/8 and 63p/16
are given as examples. Note the appearance of a MIS p
for 3p/8 and f523p/16, but not for f523p/8 and
3p/16, which is exactly as expected for the present choice
f l andf r . ~Note that each midgap peak is actually form
with two midgap states slightly split apart, due to the ex
tence of two interfaces at a finite separation from each ot
Note also how the two midgap states of each midgap p
are formed at the expense of a state from one of the
edges of the two grains, and another state of the corresp
ing negative energy. This is particularly clear when Fig
3~c! and 3~d! are compared, where the discreteness of
energy spectrum just above the lower gap is more obvio!
To calculate the total density of states for allf, we use

(
ky

5
Ly

2pE2kF

kF
dky5

kFLy

2p E
2p/2

p/2

df cosf ~10!

and another factor of 2 for the two possible signs ofkx0. The
range 2p/2<f<p/2 has been replaced by 33 equa
spaced values, but the two end points are singular~in the
sense of zero times infinity!, and have been omitted. This
a contained source of error for the part of the density
states atEÞ0, due to the ‘‘continuum’’ states, but it does n
affect the ZBCP which has no contribution fromf56p/2,
so it has not been corrected~as is the error due to the dis
cretization off). These problems will be faced when qua
titatively more accurate results are needed for compari
with data.~Note that the WKBJ approximation is not valid a
f56p/2, wherekx050.! The thus obtained total density o
states for the electrode is used in Eq.~8! to calculate the
tunneling current and the tunneling conductanceG[dI/dV
at several temperatures. Figure 4 shows the so-calcul
tunneling conductance atkBT/D05 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10, fo
the case when the counterelectrode is normal. The curv
kBT/D050.01 basically reflects the total density of states
the electrode, since this temperature is already much lo
than the artificially chosen linewidth of the levels.~Size
quantization in both grains of the electrode gives the som
what irregular oscillations.! A ZBCP is clearly visible in this
curve. @Its size relative to the rest of the conductance atE
Þ0 is not universal, but can be larger or smaller in an act
tunneling experiment, since the interface density can be
ferent in different samples, and the particular average ofI R
corresponding to a particular experiment can sample mor
less of the interface region~s!.# At kBT/D050.05 the ZBCP
is seen to be much reduced, without its apparent wi
changed visibly. AtkBT/D050.10 the ZBCP is found to
have disappeared. This is perhaps due to the combined
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FIG. 3. Calculated~partial! density of states for a givenf. ~a! f53p/8; ~b! f523p/8; ~c! f53p/16; ~d! f523p/16.
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fects of the broadening of the ZBCP, the reduction of
height, and the rising conductance due to the continu
states nearE50. ~This ‘‘disappearance temperature’’ is n
universal either.!

Figure 5 shows the corresponding results on the tunne
conductance for the case when the counterelectrode is a
Tc s-wave SC. Its gapDs is assumed to be equal to 0.10D0
for all three temperatures considered. They therefore do
correspond to a fixed material for the counterelectrode
which case its gap would change with temperature. Inste
these curves purport to show how a given gap of the co
terelectrode exhibits itself in the tunneling conductance
different temperatures. We see that atkBT!Ds the ZBCP is
much taller than the corresponding peak at the sameT for

FIG. 4. Calculated tip-location-averaged tunneling conducta
between a normal metal and adx

a
22x

b
2-wave superconductor contain

ing two grains, assumingf l5p/4 andf r50, at three temperatures
s
m

g
w-

ot
in
d,
n-
t

Ds50, but with a deep center dip to a range of nearly ze
conductance, thus clearly exhibiting the gap of the coun
electrode. This is exactly the behavior observed experim
tally by Geerket al.,3 for example, who used a modera
magnetic field to suppress the superconductivity in a
counterelectrode, without changing appreciably any of
other parameters of the system.~See in particular Fig. 2 in
this reference.! As the temperature is raised the ZBCP b
comes lower, and its center dip becomes shallower. Thi
also as observed by many experimenters. Even
kBT5Ds(50.10D0), when, as shown in Fig. 4, a norma
counterelectrode at the sameT already no longer sees
ZBCP, the low-Tc superconducting counterelectrode st

e
FIG. 5. Calculated tip-location-averaged tunneling conducta

between a low-Tc superconductor~with a given gapDs50.10D0)
and adx

a
22x

b
2-wave superconductor containing two grains, assum

f l5p/4 andf r50, at three temperatures.
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sees a small ZBCP with a small center dip. My understa
ing of these results is that the double-peaked density of st
of a low-Tc superconducting counterelectrode can give a b
ter resolution in resolving the structure in the density
states of the electrode.~The size quantization oscillations a
stronger in these curves than in Fig. 4 for the same reas!
Figure 5 also shows that the width of the ZBCP is not visib
broadened askBT/D0 is increased from 0.01 to 0.10.~Recall
that we have takenG50.05D0.! This sub-thermal tempera
ture dependence is also consistent with observations,18 at
least qualitatively, but it is difficult to make quantitativ
comparisons at the present stage, due to the fact that wh
least one electrode is inhomogeneous, different tunne
setups can measure very different convolutions of the qu
particle density of states and wave functions of the two e
trodes, and therefore one must know a lot of details abo
particular tunneling experiment in such a case, before
can model it quantitatively. However, the subthermal te
perature dependence of the width of the ZBCP is expecte
the present framework since the distribution function insid
narrow peak in the density of states located atE50 cannot
change much with temperature.

Qualitatively, we can make another remark which sho
be helpful for understanding the very complex behavior
tunneling conductance of HTSC’s. We first note that whe
ever a MIS is formed with momentum (kx0 ,k'), it is formed
by pulling half a state from the bottom of the positive-ener
continuum, at energy minl ,r uD l ,r(kx0 ,k')u, and half a state
from the top of the negative-energy continuum, at ene
2minl ,r uD l ,r(kx0 ,k')u, as is clearly shown in Figs. 3~a!–
3~d!. The gap minl ,r uD l ,r(kx0 ,k')u is necessarily smalle
than the maximum gapD0, but larger than zero. Thus if th
system has formed a large number of MIS’s at variousf l ,
f r , and f, then the part of the density of states resulti
from the continuum states can be substantially suppresse
the regions between 0 and6D0, perhaps changing it fromV
shaped, like that predicted for a bulk single-crystald-wave
SC, towardU shaped, and therefore making it look closer
that of an s-wave superconductor. Then if the tunnelin
probe is so localized as to not see the MIS’s contributions
could then see a bulk density of states of the electrode
looks almost like that of ans-wave SC, when the electrode
actually ad-wave SC. This could explain the puzzle th
some tunneling experiments~using normal-metal probes!
performed on some HTSC samples have shown a nea
s-wave-like density of states,48 whereas other tunneling ex
periments performed on high-quality single-crystal HTS
samples clearly revealed ad-wave-like density of states,49

and many other experimental results now support the con
sion that all hole-doped HT cuprate SC’s ared-wave SC’s.50

As for the magnetic-field effects, the following remar
can be made: Since the grain boundaries are inside a su
conductor, the applied magnetic field may or may not be a
to reach the MIS’s localized near them due to possi
screening. When it does not, of course, no magnetic-fi
effects can be observed. When it does, a Zeeman splittin
the ZBCP is expected. But the magnetic-field reaching
MIS’s may be weaker than the applied field, and be tempe
ture and/or field dependent, due to screening effects
stronger, and be temperature and/or field dependent, du
concentration of the magnetic field in the regions of t
-
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sample where superconductivity is weaker, all depending
whether the magnetic field can penetrate into the sampl
not. This might explain the very diverse magnetic-field e
fects observed, including the very strangeg factor when the
Zeeman splitting is observed.~The shifts of the ZBCP’s
away from zero sometimes observed may be due to the
that the superconducting order parameter is not pured-wave
near some part of the sample boundaries due to some su
effects. The results found in Ref. 31 indicate that in suc
case the midgap states can shift away from zero energy! A
possible test of this explanation of the magnetic-field eff
is to use a thick film sample with many aligned grain boun
aries, all perpendicular to the film and parallel to each oth
and then to see whether the observed magnetic-field eff
would depend on the relative orientation of the applied fi
and the grain boundaries. Penetration should be easy with
field applied parallel to the grain boundaries, and Zeem
splitting should be observed in this case. Penetration sho
be confined to the surface only, if the field is applied perp
dicular to the grain boundaries, and at most a weak broad
ing of the ZBCP should be observed if the film is thick
comparison with the penetration depth.~No directional de-
pendence should be observed if the film thickness is in
opposite limit.!

Another direct test of the present explanation of the o
served ZBCP’s is to use one of those bi- or tricrystal samp
with known locations for grain boundaries, and then to us
scanning tunneling probe to see a ZBCP appear and
disappear when one scans across a grain boundary in
field. In situations where an applied magnetic field can p
etrate into the sample and reach the MIS’s, the predicti
made in Ref. 30 concerning the existence of a satura
magnetic moment in association with the MSS’s should a
apply to the MIS’s, and a direct superconducting quant
interference device measurement of this saturation mom
or possibly a magneto-optic probe of it, might provide a
other test of the existence of the MIS’s. For several ot
related predictions, see the discussions in Ref. 30, wh
apply to MIS’s as well as to MSS’s, if only the applie
magnetic field can reach the MIS’s.

Summary:~i! It has been shown here that a sizable a
density of midgap quasiparticle bound states exist at alm
all interfaces between differentdx

a
22x

b
2-wave superconduct

ing grains of different principal-axes orientations, and th
all have zero energy in the WKBJ approximation~which
neglectsD0

2/«F with respect to unity!, in spite of their differ-
ent transverse momenta along the interface;~ii ! These mid-
gap interface states~MIS’s!, perhaps sometimes togeth
with the midgap surface states~MSS’s! predicted by the au-
thor previously,30,31 are very likely responsible for most, i
not all, of the zero-bias~tunneling! conductance peaks~ZB-
CP’s! that have been ubiquitously observed in high-Tc super-
conductors~HTSC’s!; ~iii ! A model study presented her
shows that the MIS’s can give rise to a ZBCP in tunneli
along any direction including thea andc directions;~iv! If
the counterelectrode is a low-Tc s-wave SC, its gap is shown
to appear as a center dip in the ZBCP~if broadened by sur-
face, interface, and/or bulk scatterings!, as observed;~v! The
width of the calculated ZBCP shows a subthermal tempe
ture dependence, in qualitative agreement with observati
~vi! The calculated ZBCP at a given temperature is mu
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taller if the counterelectrode is a low-Tc s-wave SC, than if it
is a normal metal, assuming that all other parameters h
the same values, in good agreement with experimental
servations.~vii ! The very complex magnetic-field effects ob
served might also find explanations within this framewo
~viii ! Some predictions have been made for testing this
planation of the observed ZBCPs.

In this work we have assumed that there is no additio
overall phase differencef across an interface other than 0
p ~which can be absorbed into a redefinition of thea andb
axes!. The question whether frustration effects might cau
fÞ0 or p for most interfaces may be raised. The works
Yip51 and Tanaka and Kashiwaya44 can be cited to point out
thatf may have an equilibrium valuef0 other than 0 andp
if t is sufficiently close to unity, and for some choices of t
grain orientations on the two sides of the interface, witho
the help of frustration. Whereas the arguments in these la
works appeared quite elegant, they are nevertheless, in
view, flawed. In Yip’s argument, whenf0 is not equal to 0
or p, electrons in one part of the Fermi surface will b
steadily pumped from one side of the interface into the ot
side, whereas electrons in the remaining part of the Fe
surface will be steadily pumped in the opposite direction,
on either side of the interface, a relaxation process seem
be needed to move electrons from the oversupplied par
the Fermi surface back to the depleted part. Can this b
nondissipative process? Until the physics involved in t
process can be made more clear, and the predictions b
5on it directly confirmed experimentally, this prediction o
Yip and Tanaka and Kashiwaya should not yet be taken
fact, and used to reject other ideas. As a matter of fact,
cording to them, this prediction off0 not equal to 0 orp can
occur only in a certain temperature range, for special com
nations of the grain orientations on the two sides of the
terface, and with high transmissivity across the interfa
Thus it should not be able to completely prevent the occ
rence of the MIS’s, but it could reduce their number.

As for the frustration effect, it can indeed induce the e
istence of half-quantum flux lines at the line joints of anodd
number of p junctions,52 with a localized distribution of
magnetic induction at each such line joint, extending a d
tance of the order of the Josephson penetration depth
each interface meeting there,53 but if the interfaces are al
much wider than this penetration depth in the directio
away from such line joints, then most part of them will r
main with f equal to 0 orp. Quantitatively the presence o
these spontaneously generated half-quantum fluxes
surely modify theI (V) and G(V) characteristics, including
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the height of the ZBCP, but I doubt that it can complete
nullify the mechanism proposed here for the generation
ZBCP’s, or even to shift them to finite energy, especia
since only roughly half of the line joints can be frustrated,
the grain orientations are random. I believe the fact that Z
CP’s are ubiquitously observed without such a shift suppo
my view.

Recently several experimental and theoretical works h
become known to the author, which can shed additional li
on this subject: On the experimental side, unambiguous Z
CP’s have been observed on grain-boundary junctions
Y-Ba-Cu-O, Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O, and La-Sr-Cu-O,54 but were
still interpreted in terms of spin-flip and Kondo-type scatte
ings. ZBCP’s were also clearly observed on$110% surfaces
of single crystals of Y-Ba-Cu-O using low-temperatu
STM;55 on high-quality~103!-oriented Y-Ba-Cu-O films us-
ing Pb counterelectrodes;56 and in Pb/Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-O single
crystal ab-plane planar junctions;57 all interpreted in terms
of the MSS’s. When a densely-packed, 1, 1
diaminododecane monolayer was spontaneously adsorbe
the ~103!-oriented Y-Ba-Cu-O film, and probed with a C
counterelectrode, the ZBCP was found to split in zero m
netic field below;7 K,58 which is interpreted in terms of the
MSS’s split by a spontaneous time-reversal-symmetry bre
ing at the surface due to the induction of a subdomin
order parameter at the Y-Ba-Cu-O surface. For a bulk or
parameter breaking time-reversal symmetry, Yang and I h
previously shown31 that such a splitting should occur. Theo
ries showing that it can also occur spontaneously at a n
$100% surface have been recently advanced.~See below.!

On the theoretical side, surface roughness effects on
MSS’s have been analyzed by Matsumoto and Shiba,32 and
by Yamadaet al.59 The existence of the MIS’s has bee
shown to alter the formula for the critical current of
d-wave-superconductor Josephson junction and its temp
ture dependence.60 The possibility of the coexistence of or
der parameters of different symmetries near a non-$100% sur-
face at sufficiently low temperatures were raised, throug
self-consistent study of the gap equation,61,62 which can ex-
plain the observed splitting of the ZBCP noted in the pre
ous paragraph. Also, tunnelingI (V) characteristics between
two d-wave superconductors were studied, taking prope
into account the midgap states contributions;63 corrections to
the MSS energies were found when deviation of the Fe
surface from a circular symmetry in theab plane is taken
into account.64

This work was partially supported by the Texas Center
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